July 10, 2014

**Obama Ignores Human Behavior Then Penalizes It**

“Whatever you pay for you’ll get more of.” So we shouldn’t be surprised when doctors do more of what government pays them more to do.

Obamacare financially penalizes doctors with lower patient satisfaction scores, so to keep patients checking “good” and “great” on satisfaction surveys, some doctors are focusing more on pleasing their patients, than, for example, explaining to them why they don’t need the medication they want or how the latest wizbang technology is worthless.

Now two U.S. Senators, concerned about the over-prescribing of opioid painkillers just to keep patients happy, are taking action to try to curb this problem. I’d suggest repealing Obamacare as a good first step.

*“Why Rating Your Doctor is Bad for Your Health,”* Kai Falkenberg, Forbes, January 2, 2013.
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